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A MAKER’S BURROW

Toy maker’s online store and blog

EXCERPTS: CAITLAN’S ABOUT PAGE
What would you be likely to find if you stumbled
upon my maker’s burrow? Cupboards full to the
brim with fabric and wool, coloured swatches
and thread scattered about, and the stuffing that
brings the toys I create to life. Did I mention fairy
lights? Always fairy lights!

o
Whilst the making of each doll follows the same
steps, the dolls themselves are the one-ofa-kind pieces that can only come from every
individual stitch I sew. Think colourful delicately
embroidered hair and faces, Liberty of London
fabrics, and miniature pieces of clothing that give
a nod to my own style and the styles I admire in
others.
Stuffed with 100% wool from my local
woollen mill, these are heirloom dolls, handmade
for children and meant for tea-parties and gentle
play. Carefully chosen cottons and linens combine with tiny laced felt boots, crocheted wraps and
knitted cardigans to form beautiful characters that deserve to be smothered with love by the little
someone you have in mind.
Sometimes you’ll find me creating my dolls to the soundtrack of audio books, knitting You-Tube
channels, and nostalgic movies on repeat. If the weather is nice I’ll take my stuffing outside on a picnic
rug whilst Ed is playing in the garden. I love the trees and bushland that surround our little brick home,
our chickens scratching the earth around their coop, our enormous dog, my husband Wal and our son
Eddie.
When I’m not creating dolls, I’m making porridge early in the morning and tending to the fire if
it’s cold; walking to the local café for coffee and knitting something for Ed whilst he runs for the swings.
Though it has to be said, I’m my happiest burrowed into a nest of blankets by the fire, the rain drumming
on the roof, with my knitting, my two boys…and fairy lights.

This was the moment where I realised making toys brought everything I had learned
and loved together into a little character. Knitting, sewing, embroidery, crochet and
an imagination fuelled by the illustrations of Phoebe Wahl and Emily Winfield Martin;
the mice from Brambly Hedge; and Molly Weasley from the Harry Potter novels.
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BENDIGO & HEATHCOTE
OFFICIAL VISITOR GUIDE
Contributed to Food Fossicking, Coffee Roasters, Craft Beer, Wineries, O’Keefe Rail Trail

EXCERPT: CRAFT BEER
If you enjoy a crafty brew that aims to break the amber ceiling and doesn’t take shortcuts on quality,
you can’t beat Bendigo’s beer culture.
Widely recognized by industry experts as Australia’s regional craft beer capital, you’ll find a unique brew
to suit you in over fifty bars and beer gardens across the city. Wanting to invent a more contemporary
feel for a festival, Trevor Birks (founder of Bendigo Beer) explains he was “keen to develop a model that
showcased the beautiful streetscapes of Bendigo, the venues that had supported craft beer and was
different to any other beer festival.” And so Australia’s best winter beer festival, Bendigo On The Hop,
was born...where you can celebrate with easy drinking pale ales or mind blowing Imperial Stouts, all to
the backdrop of live entertainment. Or maybe explore True Brew where discerning drinkers can further
customise the balance between malt and hops be designing their own beer right down to the label.

Bendigo is a city that thrives on its coffee culture, where local roasters and coffee blends
are followed just as closely as the barista’s that bring them to life.
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GRAM MAGAZINE
Rocks on Rosalind (Restaurant), Food Fossickers Tour (Experience/Food)
Something Old, Something New (Experience/Restaurant)

EXCERPT: SOMETHING OLD, SOMETHING NEW
The gentle creaking of a lovingly restored tram built in 1929 combined with the smooth sounds of local
Albert “Skip” Skipper and Hailey Calvert is the perfect soundtrack for a sunny Saturday afternoon. As
part of the upcoming Bendigo Blues and Roots festival, the tram leaves Central Deborah Goldmine,
inching its way along the heritage backdrop of the city streets.
Bendigo Beer, known for their passionate support of craft beer locally, co-host the event.
Passengers are provided with a carefully curated selection of drinks (including wine and soft drink)
from which to purchase both before and during the trip. Our own local brewery, Brookes Beer, is well
represented. We took our inaugural trip on a winter’s afternoon so we warmed up with a coffee and hot
chocolate at the beginning…and whilst a selection of snacks is also available, bringing your own little
collection of handmade chocolates from Indulge in Bath Lane never goes astray.
What I loved most was being so close to the performers that you could feel their feet tapping
through the floor and the vibration of their music through the wooden window frames. It’s such a
unique experience to see a tram full of passengers captivated with every note belted out by Skip (who
waves to pedestrians mid song, and accredits his excellent balance in the travelling tram to his surfing
days). Then, coming to life between songs, the audience enthusiastically chats with the musicians
exchanging anecdotes and laughs. Hailey has us spellbound during songs of love lost and wanderlust
in Manhattan. As we’re trundling back into the tram depot, she performs her soft soulful encore.
Full pieces: Something Old, Something New
		Rocks on Rosalind
		Food Fossickers Tour
This city of mine is for the curious minded, for those who seek the stories that lie beneath the
surface. Private dining in the Guard’s Room of a bank from the 1800’s. Two men named Percy
and the reinvention of their traditional corner store. The rattle and strum of a Blues Tram with
a side of craft beer and local wine. You’ll be surprised at the experiences to be found
in some of Bendigo’s heritage spaces
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FÊTE MAGAZINE
An Indoor Gathering: Fête Press Daylesford Dinner

I’m loving that the kitchen is right there amongst everything...the chalkboard walls, the freestanding
benches, a collection of herbs near the sink. I watch the chef, Jane’s husband John, as he plates the
canapés and adds the final touches to the main meal.
The team has worked hard to source all the ingredients locally, which would add an extra
logistical layer to planning for the night. But watching John’s face light up as he talks about meeting
the farmers and sensing the pride in their produce...being able to support the families behind the
businesses is something they clearly feel strongly about.
Needless to say, the food is amazing...especially the pork. How can you go past comfort food
like potato gratin or macaroni and cheese on a chilly Daylesford night? Everyone takes a moment to
savour the dessert...the panna cotta is melt-in-your-mouth good.
It’s the strangest thing...it doesn’t take long before you forget thtat you’ve only just met all these
people, that everyone has travelled from all over just to share an experience that doesn’t come along
often. I can only put it down to the fact that the room feels inviting and intimate...the lighting, the fire,
good music, laughter and wine...knowing the care that has gone into planning every last detail.
I was trying to explain it to a friend the next day...stepping out into the cold dark night afterwards,
it was almost a little bit like waking up from a dream. You found yourself looking over your shoulder,
back towards the little front gate and brightly lit porch just to make sure it really did happen. I’m so glad
that it did.

Stepping out into the cold dark night afterwards, it was almost a little bit like waking from a dream.
You found yourself looking over your shoulder, back towards the little front gate and brightly
lit porch just to make sure it really did happen. I’m so glad it did.
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PETIT PIXEL DESIGN BLOG
May 2012 - November 2016

I started my blog as a way to push myself in improving my writing, photography and exploring creative
projects. It gave a me a reason (and platform) to reach out to other creatives, and interview them
about everything from their love of street art to becoming an author and many things in between. I
made connections and friends that I have to this day; it lead me into writing for magazine publications
and tourism; whilst encouraging my love of travel and online shopping! I paused it to have more time
to design, to start an online store and to explore content creation as a career path. I will always tell
stories...my stories, the stories of others....it’s all I’ve ever known. For now, here are just some of my
favourites...
TRAVEL		
Q&A			
FOOD			
CREATIVE		
EXPERIENCE
PERSONAL		

New York Part 1, New York Part 2, Paris, Melbourne, Tasmania, Other
Nourishing Our Health, Rubii Design, Curious Treasures, Other
Wholefoods Kitchen, Cranberry & Choc Chip Cookies, Sth Melb Market
Ballerina Illustration, Believing in Bendigo, How to Crochet a Hexagon,
Greene St Juice Cleanse, Bowral Road Trip, Pasta Making & Dumpling Classes
52 Hellos, Dear Oceans, The Wedding

www.petitpixeldesign.com/blog
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BENDIGO MAGAZINE

Seventeen issues from Spring 2012 - Summer 2017

Contributing to the Bendigo Magazine has been one of my favourite writing
assignments to date, and was one of the first times I had ever seen my words
in print. Given almost full creative license on my topics by the editor/s I loved
the opportunities the platform gave me to approach others and hear their
stories. Four years of articles covered:
- Ice Cream tastings
- Indie Artisans at Christmas
- Pieces of Paris in Bendigo (not brave enough for snail tastings!)
- Laneway Street Art with the Artist and the Curator
- Vintage Shopping Guide to Bendigo
- Experiencing Axedale Rail Trail by Bike
- The Renivention of General Stores
- Road Trip to Echuca
- Foodie Classes: Pasta Making (Bgo) and Dumplings (Castlemaine)
- Church Buildings Re-purposd into a Restaurant & Music Venue
- A Sunday in Bendigo
- A Crochet Class & Indie Stitches Q&A
- Road Trip to Heathcote
- Doughnut Tour of Bendigo
- Behind the Scenes at the Bendigo Woollen Mills
- Q&A with Wholefoods Kitchen and Nourishing Our Health
- Interview with Two Local Authors
Almost all of the articles and their extended content can be found here.
EXCERPT: BENDIGO WOOLLEN MILLS
Not long ago, I had the chance to peek behind the curtain of a famous Bendigo
production. A space where history, hard work and creativity are woven
together…that draws lovers of yarn, needles and crafts from all over. With
cavernous ceilings and cozy lofts, even aside from the magic they contain,
these famous buildings are beautiful just as they are: home to the Bendigo
Woollen Mills. As I leave the bright sunlight of the day behind, I step inside and
begin to lose track of time altogether, thanks to the company of my guides Kris
and Kai.
My attention is quickly taken by the barrels of snow white pillowy wool
being fed through a machine that loudly takes up almost the entire room. It
reminds me of fairy floss being stretched into threads so dainty you forget that
it’s even wool at all. Kris highlights that only the happiest of sheep produce
the finest quality wool, a detail that is not lost on this writer who grew up on a
property where the sheep had individual names!
Dainty threads become spaghetti like and I find myself mesmerized as
I watch the hands of the staff; deftly segmenting the yarn, carefully guiding the
wool through to the next stage. It’s reassuring to be witness to such a detailed
and methodical spinning process, which would have been choreographed
when the mills first began operation in 1984. No doubt refined many times
over, these steps are now at the very heart of what makes Bendigo Woollen
Mills an iconic manufacturer in Australia.
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